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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we prove the second author’s conjecture about weights of Markov traces for Ariki- 
Koike algebras. As an application, we obtain a proof of the third author’s conjecture on the generic 
degrees of these algebras. This yields explicit combinatorial formulas for the generic degrees which 
are important for several applications, for example, the construction of unipotent degrees for 
‘spetses’. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let n, e> 1 and Wk’ be the subgroup of GL,(@) consisting of all matrices 
whose non-zero coefficients are eth roots of unity and where there is precisely 
one non-zero coefficient in each row and each column. By [l, 2.11, W’,“’ has a 
presentation with generators r, ~1,. . , s,_ 1 where the defining relations are 
te ZZ 1, $ = . . = g_, = 1 and the homogeneous relations 
ts1ts1 =s1ts1t, tSi = Sit for i > 2, 
SiSi+lSi = Si+lSiSi+l for i2 1, SiSj =SjSi if Ii-j1 >, 2. 
The group W,? can also be seen as the wreath product C,l E$ where C, is the 
cyclic group of order e (generated by t) and Gin is the symmetric group on n 
letters (generated by ~1, . . . , s, _ 1). Following Ariki-Koike [l] (see also [3]) we 
associate with W/’ an algebra H(‘) over the ring A = Q[q*‘, ~1, . . . , ue], where n 
q,u1>..., U, are indeterminates. The algebra H?) is defined by a presentation 
with generators T, S,, . . . , S,, _ I where the defining relations are 
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(T - Ul)(T - u2) * * * (1’ - 2.4,) = 0, 
S;=ql+(q-l)&$forl Gidn-1, 
and homogeneous relations analogous to those above; here, 1 denotes the 
identity element of HF). It is shown in 11, Theorem 3.101 that HF’ is free as an 
A-module of rank equal to 1 W,‘e’ / = 
in [2]; see Also (4.2) below. 
e”n!. Standard bases of HP) are described 
Now let K=Q(~,u~,..., u,) be the field of fractions of A and fi:) be the 
algebra obtained by extending scalars from A to X. Ariki and Koike [l] show 
that fi!” is split semisimple and that the simple &?I-modules have a natural 
parametrization by the set .A!’ consisting of all e-tuples of partitions 
clI:= (czi,... , a,> such that Ial] + q . v + lael = ~1, We shall write 
Irr(fi$)) = (~~]a! E A!)} 
for the set of irreducible characters of &, fe) This paper is concerned with a class .
of trace functions on &$I which were introduced by UcneanuiJones [8] for 
e = 1, by Geck and Lambropoulou [5] for e = 2 and by Lambropoulou [9] 
for e 3 3. These trace functions are defined inductively, using the chain of 
subgroups W,(ej c WZ(e) c . . . c w,‘e’ and the corresponding chain of sub- 
algebras &/“I c I&(“’ c . * _ c &f)r where lV$ (resp., fikj) is generated by 
-t,Slr * d.,sm-l (resp., T,&,. . . ,S,_1)forl~mfn.(Wealsoset FV$$‘={l> 
and fi$‘) = Kl by convention) The precise definition is as follows, 
Definition 1.1. Let c, nl, . . , , qe__ 1 c K and r : &$I + K be a trace function, 
i.e., T is K-linear and we have rfhh’) = ~(Ir’h) for all h, ft’ E fit). We say that r 
is a ~~r~u~ trace with parameters C, ~1 i _ . . I qe _ 1 if r(1) = 1 and 
+%?I) = CG) and r(hI$)7 = Tlk r(h) 
for any I < k < e - 1 and any la E fik) with 0 < m < n, where we set So := C 
and 
TfL =S,s,,_l~--SITS;l~.~S,-',S,-'. 
BY [9, §41, given Cm. . . , qe- 1 E K, a Markov trace is uniquely determined by 
the above conditions. The unique elements wa(C, ql,. . . f ve_ 1) E K such that 
are called the weighs of 7. (Note that Irr(af)) is a basis for the vector space of 
trace functions on A$),) 
The aim of this paper is to prove Conjecture 3.3 in 1’71, which yields explicit 
combinatorial formulae for the weights of Matkov traces on @:I. At the same 
time, this also proves the existence of Markov traces for any given choice of 
C? ,nl,. . . , rfe_ 1 E K. (This existence proof is independent from that in 191.) To 
state the main result, we have to introduce some notation. 
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1.2. For any e-tuple S = (Sr, . . . , Se) of finite subsets Sk C No with I& 1 = r + 1, 
IS,1 = . . . = I& = r, we define as in [ 11, 2.191 (but we omit a factor equal to 
(4 - 1)“): 
(-l)(X)++ ‘) . n n (qAuk - h,) ’ fi u/ 
I < k Q I < e (x.X’) E .S,x.S, k-l 
X>X’if k=l 
.- 
qf(“e) fr fl fi (&k - u/) ’ , < kQ, < e (uk - U/)’ 
k.l= I Xc& h= I . . 
wheref(r,e) = (“‘-i”‘) + (“‘-~“‘) + . . . 
Now let a E A!). As in [I 1, 2.131, we associate with a = ((~1,. . . , ae) an 
e-tuple 3 = (Sr : . . . , S,) of finite subsets Sk c No with ]Srl - 1 = 
I& = . . . = p,l, as follows. Writing QI = (cyr,r > . .. > err.,+ r >, 0) and 
Uk = (*k,, >, “’ >, 0k.r 2 0) for 2 < k < e, for some large r, we set 
Sr := (0r.i + r - i + 1 I I Q i < r + 1). 
Sk := {ok.; + r- i ) 1 < i < r} (2 <k < e). 
Finally, we define D, := Ds(q; ulq-* (~42..  . , u,) E K. As pointed out in the re- 
marks following [ll, 2.191, D, does not depend on the choice of r. 
Theorem 1.3. Let C! 711, . , qe _ 1 E K. For uny a E A!‘, we define. 
r- I 
+(I - qlr, (G 
i-lqi~‘-i)c’.~~~, (-1)‘-‘7,~ai_i) + (-l)e-‘,~, u,)]. 
Ifk 
where gi denotes the i-th elementury symmetric function in UI . . . . ! uE und c(.Y) de- 
notes the content ofx E tik (see Remurk 1.4 below). Then 
T<.q I..... 7]?_, := C,<, (-I)“‘( fr up )D,%(~,771~...,77,-1)xa 
aEh; k=l 
is a Markov trace on fit) with purumeters <.7/l ) . . . , qc. 1 
The proof consists of two steps. First, we need a generalization of Orellana’s 
results (141 to the present context; this will be discussed in Section 2. This will 
yield Theorem 1.3 for special choices of the parameters. The general case will 
then be settled in Section 3, using the methods developed in [7]. 
The above result contains as special cases the known formulae for e = 1, due 
to Ocneanu and Wenzl (see [15]), and for c = 2, due to Orellana [I41 and Iancu 
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[7]. However, our proof of Theorem 1.3 requires that the case e = 1 is known in 
advance. 
1.4. The case e = 1. The algebra i?:‘) is the generic Iwahori-Hecke algebra 
associated with the symmetric group GR, where the generators 31,. . . , s,_ 1 
correspond to the basic transpositions (1,2), . . . , (n - 1, n). In this case, a 
Markov trace 7 only depends on the parameter C. Setting e = 1 in Theorem 1.3, 
we obtain the weight formula 
wY(c-f = q”f*) n q - 1 + (qC(X) - I)< qw - 1 . xfa 
Here, we identify QI I- 12 with its diagram, i.e., the set of all (i,j) E N x N such 
that 1 < i Q I and 1 <j < cxi, where cri 2 . . . 2 (~1 > 0 are the non-zero parts 
of a. Using this convention, c(x) =j - i denotes the content and h(x) denotes 
the hook length of x E CY (see [lo, Ex. 1.1.1.1) and 11(o) = Xi’= 1 (i - lfcri. A proof 
of the above formula can be found in [15, $33. 
Corollary 1.5. Let r be the Markov trace on I??’ with parameters 5 = ~1 = . . ’ = 
Q- 1 = 0. Then r is the canonical symmetrizing trace TO introduced in [2, fj2B]. 
Setting < = 71 = ’ . f = Q- 1 = 0 in theform~la in Theorem 1.3, we$nd that 
70 = t= (4 - l)%YXa. 
c&A:’ 
The above formula for the weights of the canonical symmetrizing trace 70 
was conjectured by the third author in [ll, 2.205 The proof will be given in 
Lemma 4.3. See [3] for the relevance of that trace and its weights in the rep- 
resentation theory of finite reductive groups. 
In the final section we verify that the elements (q - l)“& satisfy a certain 
palindromicity property. By a result from [4] this implies that rto can also be 
characterized as the unique trace form on H!) satisfying certain natural con- 
ditions. 
2. MARKOV TRACES AND SPECIALIZATIONS 
As in [14], we begin by establishing a weight formula for Markov traces on &,? 
for special choices of the parameters. This is based on the following connection 
between weights of Markov traces in type A and Schur functions; see [15]. 
2.1. Let r > 1 and consider a partition v with at most r parts. Writing 
(Vi 3 ... V, 2 0) we define, as in [14, $11, the normalized Schur function 
( > 
1-q lyl_ 






Using the identities in [lo, 1.11, we find that 
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1 - 4 Iv1 
&q(q) = q”@) - ( > 2!v 1-q 
r + c(x) 
l-q’ 1 - qw ’ 
where c(x) denotes the content and h(x) denotes the hook length of x E V. A 
straightforward computation and a comparison with the weight formula for 
type A in (1.4) shows that 
w,(C(r)) = s,,(q) where c(r) := qrs. 
Thus, the weights in type A for a Markov trace with parameter of the form c(r) 
are given by normalized Schur functions. 
2.2. Now we consider non-negative integers rl, . . . , re and ml,. . . , m, such that 
the following hold: 
( 
ri 3n for i= l,...,e, 
(*) mj-mj+r an for i= l,...,e- 1, 
me = 0. 
Then we set 
r := rl + . . . + r, and f := qml + . . . + rem<. 
We associate with these data the partition X off wh.ich has rl parts equal to ml, 
r2 parts equal to m2 and so on. Thus, X has precisely r - re non-zero parts. 
Now let (Y= (ar,...,a,) EA,, (e). We define a corresponding partition 
pti k n +f as follows. Let (Y = ((~1,. . . , a,) and write 
ak = (ak,l > Qk,2 > . . . b ak,rk 2 0) for 1 < k d e. 
(This is always possible since 1% 6 PI < rk.) Then ,LL~ has parts 
ml + (~1.1 > ml + a,2 2 . . . > ml + al,,, 
2 m2 + a2,1 2 m2 + a2,2 > . . 2 m2 + (~2,~~ 
>m,+a,l Zm,+a,,2> ... >m,+cr,,. 
(The inequalities hold since I& < PI and thanks to conditions (*).) Thus, pa is 
obtained by adding to the first rl parts of X (which are all equal to ml) the parts 
of al, to the next r2 parts of X (which are all equal to m2) the parts of ~2 and so 
on. Note that pUa has at most r parts. 
Let 0 : A + Q(q) be the ring homomorphism defined by 8(q) = q and 
o(uk) = -4 
rk+...+r,-l+mk for 1 <k < e. 
Note that we have 13(u,) = -1. Let &f) = Q(q) @A H?) be the corresponding 
specialized Ariki-Koike algebra. For any (Y E A!), we have xcr(h) E A for all 
h E H$), since A is integrally closed in K. So we have induced trace functions 
&onti~),forany~E A, . (e) The following result generalizes [14, Theorem 5.51. 
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Proposition 2.3. The trucefunction i: fif) + Q(q) dejined by 
is a Murkov trace, i.e., we have ?( 1) = 1 and there exist <, 7jl, . . . , fit_ 1 E Q(q) 
such that 
?(hS,) = c?(h) and ?(h(TA)k) = 7jk?(h) 
for any 1 d k <e- 1 und uny h E 2:) with 0 <m < n. We have 
c = q’(l - q)/(l - 4’). 
Proof. This is analogous to that in [14]. The whole argument is based on the 
construction of a (non-unital) algebra homomorphism from fit) to the Iwa- 
hori-Hecke algebra H,,+f(q) of the symmetric group Zn_,. We define 
A; = (S,_t . ..St)/andA._, = (S’...Sr)f+‘,asin[14,1.3]; thesearecentral 
elements in H/(q) and I++ 1 (y), respectively. Let zx be the scalar by which AT 
acts on the simple If,-(q)-module labelled by X Now there are precisely e parti- 
tions off + 1 which can be obtained by adding a box to the diagram of X; we 
can add such a box in the row rl + . . . + rk _ I + 1, for 1 < k < e. Denote the 
corresponding partition off + 1 by X ck) and let Zk be the scalar by which A;,, 
acts on the simple H, + I (q)-module labelled by Xck). Using [14, Lemma 3.11, we 
find that 
=k = z,j q f+mr-r, --“‘--ri , 
Furthermore, let pi be a primitive idempotent affording the simple Hf(q)- 
module labelled by X Then there exists a unique algebra homomorphism 
p/ : fi,f) + H,,/(q) such that 
pi- =PX. pf(T) = --$phAj2A:_,, p/(Si) =pxS/+i for 1 d ibn- 1. 
.’ 
As in [14, Lemma 3.21, this is proved by checking the defining relations. Now 
consider the Markov trace rc on H,_,-(q) with parameter [ = 
q’(1 - q)/(l - 4’). Restricting this trace to Hf(q) and using the formula in 
(2.1), we see that sx.,(q) = ~((px). Furthermore, by the branching rule, the ele- 
ment px acts as 0 in an irreducible representation of H,+/(q) unless that rep- 
resentation is labelled by a partition of form pa for some a E A!‘. Thus we have 
’ 7(h) = - 
SA,(Y) 
T,(pf(h)) for all h E Iif’). 
This already shows that ?(I) = 1 and that 7(hS,) = <T(h) for any h E fig) 
with 0 Q m < n. The remaining assertion is proved in exactly the same way as in 
[ 14, Lemma 5.41. We omit further details. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let L = (rl.. . . . rr) E N’ (with ri > n for aN ij and dejine, for any 
a E A:‘, 
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l<k<l<ei=lj=l 
1-q Lyk,j - f2k.j +.i - i n 
ldi<jCrk 
1 _ qj-i 
w 
al,j-j _ UkqOk,i-i 
U@-j - U& 
where n(a) = xi= 1 n(ak) and Y = r-1 + . . . + re. Then the tracefunction 
rc := z& %,,(qJ Ul>. . . > ue)xa 
is a Markov trace in Z?( ) ne withparameters < = c(r) = q’(1 - q)/(l - q’) and 
rlrc = rlk(r) = f: Uf l - 4” fi W’j - 9 
1 -qrj=l Ui-Uj 
for 1 <k<e-1. 
i=l 
iii 
Proof. This is also analogous to that in [14]. First we consider a specialization 
0 : A + Q(q) as above, for any choice of ml, . . . , m, satisfying the conditions in 
(2.2). Then we have 
(**I 
Note that O(ui) # O(uj) f or i # j, so we may apply.8 to u&q, ~1,. . . , ue). For- 
mula (**) is proved as follows. Using the defining formula and noting that 
1~~1 = 1x1 + n, we have 
M = q”(/+“(x) 1 - 4 .( > n 
1 _ qPi-c"j+i-i 
sx,r(q) l-q’ , GtQjgr 1 _qXi-++i-i’ 
where we write pa = (~1 2 . . . 2 pr 2 0) and X = (xl 2 . . . 2 A, 2 0). Let us 
first compare n(pti) and n(X). By definition, we have 
n(&)= 2 2 (rl+.“+rk-lfi-l)mk+~ 2 (rl+.“+rk_1+j-l)(Yk,j 




= n(X) + n(a) + c (rl + . . ’ + rk- l)lakl. 
k=l 
To compute the remaining terms in the above expression for w,,L(q), we split the 
product over all pairs (i,j) with 1 < i < j < r as follows. We have a partition 
(1,. . . , r} = II U . . . U Z,, where II consists of the first rl numbers, Z2 of the next 
r2 numbers and so on. Thus, the desired product can be computed by first con- 
sidering all pairs (i,j) where i,j E Zk, for fixed 1 G k < e, and then all pairs (i,j) 
where i E Zk and j E Zl with 1 < k < I < e. A straightforward computation 
yields the desired formula (**) for u&q). Note that, in the case e = 2, we ob- 
tain precisely the formula in [14, $5, Eq. 121. 
Thus, we have seen that the trace function TV specializes to the Markov trace 
? in Proposition 2.3. The value for & is obtained by evaluating 7 on Tk for 
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1 G bc < e - 1, as in the proof of [14, Theorem 5.51. Since Tk lies in fi/“, we 
have the identity 
+ik = +(Tk) = c e(O*,~(qtUIt...rue))~a(Tk). 
aEli, 
Now A,@) consists of all the e-tuples Q in which one component is the partition 
[l] and all other components are the empty partition; if the partition [1] occurs 
in the ith component, the value of the corresponding irreducible character on 
Tk is given by RF. Inserting the weight formula yields that 
Since this works for all possible choices of ml, . . . , m,, we conclude that 7r itself 
must be a Markov trace on At), with parameters C, 711,. . . , Q- 1 as claimed. 
Indeed, first note that it is enough to consider the case where we set U, = -1. 
(The general case is obtained from that special case by replacing the generator 
T by a suitable scalar multiple of T.) Next, the fact that ~~ is a Markov trace as 
claimed is equivalent to the validity of certain polynomial identities in the 
variables ut , . . . , ue_ I (as in the proof of [7, Lemma 2.31). If 8 runs over the 
specializations corresponding to all possible choices of mi , . . . , m,, we see that 
the set of the corresponding values (e(ui), . . . , O(u,_ 1)) is a Zariski dense subset 
of Q(q)‘- ‘. Thus, the above mentioned polynomial identities hold for all values 
of the variables in a Zariski dense subset. Hence they must hold without spe- 
cialization. El 
Orellana and Wenzl informed us that they independently obtained similar 
generalizations of the results in [14]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
We will derive Theorem 1.3 from Theorem 2.4, using the strategy in [7, $21. For 
this purpose we define, for any I= (ri, . . . , r,) E N”, 
C(L) := Y’S where r = ri + e . e + ret 
As in [7, $21, it is then enough to prove the following two statements. 
3.1. For any LY E A!) and any L = (rt , . _ _ , re) with ri 2 n, we have 
(-l)“e( fi #);““‘-“)DaRa(S(r),711(Y),. .‘,?h-l(L)) = %&wlt~~ .>%I. 
k=l 
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3.2. The set 
{(C(L>,V~(E),. . ,%-l(r)) 1 r= (rl,. . .,re) with ri 2 n} 
is a Zariski dense subset of Ke. 
We shall need the following result. 
Lemma3.3. Let!:=(rl,...,r,)EWandr=rl+.-e+r,.Thenwehave 
vk(L) = ~~~~(-l)i”hi-i(ul,...,~=)~i(~,q-r’,,..,u,q-.i) 
for any 1 < k < e - 1, where hk _ i denotes the complete symmetric function of 
degree k - i and Gi debates the elementary ~ymmetr~cf~n~ti~n of degree i. 
Proof, To simplify notation we define 
for 0 <j d e and reserve the symbol aj for oj(ul,. . . , up). We shall use the fol- 
lowing identities: 
(1) 2 uf-1” 
i=i fi iui _ Uj) 
= hr, 0 < t < e - 1; 
j=l 
jiti 
(2) 2 eUf-l-’ 
=O, l<tGe-1; 
i=’ ,Ff, (ui - uj> 
j#i 
(These follow from equations (3.1) and (3.9) in [lo, 1.31.) Now for any 1 d i G e 
we have: 
(l - Clri)jcI (uiq’ - Uj) = qrU[‘(q-‘iUi - Ui)j$, (Ui - Ujq-‘j) 
j+i 
.i#i 
= -qr2+-1J$o (-i)ju;-jT = q;co (_l)j+lU;-1-j7j 
and hence, for 1 < k < e - 1, we obtain: 
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which completes the proof. CJ 
3.4. Proof of (3.1) By using Lemma 3.3 above and induction one proves, for 
any 1 G i Q e -- 1, the following identity: 
Then the expression for & becomes: 
I-q n 
R&r) :=R*(c;(_rf??~l(Y),....7f,-t(L)) == - ( 1 1 -q’ 
n [q’(l - qC(X)),fi* (ukq+) - 2.41) + (-I)+ fi Ul 
k=l .,CE& I=1 
lik lfk 
e-l 
+ qfiI$ C-1) ;+IU~-I-~iqje-i)~(~)~i+q~~ (_l)iu;-l~..iq(e-;)c(x)ni]. 
i=z 1 
Now note that we have 
P 
q’(l - q”‘“‘) n (ukq 4-Y) _ u,) = _qrU;’ fi (ukq4c - u,) 
I=1 I==1 
i#k 
Sa we obtain the equality 
P 
qr(l - g"'"!)n (ukq c(x) - Uf) 
i-1 
Ifk 
+qr,c, (_l);u,e-l-ig('..;)'ix)oj = .-gru; lq49, 
which yields 
The final step in computing R&) is to observe that we have 
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and so we get 
(3) k(r) = (f=$“n & [(I - qr’ +““),ij, (W” +C(X) - u,)1. 
/#k 
As for D,, following the definition in (I .2), we get 
0, = (_l)ci)c;) ++- 1) . q-n. q-_/(‘.e) . fi u; 
k-l 
l-I UI (4 
nl., rr-i _q~~l,,+r j). fi n 
uk(q 
ok,,+r-i _ qok.,+r -j) 




iFI ’ j-l 
ulq-‘(@ - 1) . fj fi ^‘j,i -’ Uk(qj - 1) 
k=2i-I 
e r+l I 
fl n fl (u,quh+r-i _ 
ukq 
k=2i=l j=l 
w.,-r-j)kfi2 (ulq--l _ uk)-r 
X 
r+l nl,+r+l-i 
kG, iFl jFl (UlYj -’ - uk). fi h ?j-’ (ukqj - UIY-‘) 
k=2 i=l 
n fi (Ukywl+r-i _ u,qfi~.,- r-j) 
X 
Z$kk<l$ri.j=l 
,(I, ,fi, ^‘;,{-’ c”kqj - uI) . 2 < kQ, < e c”k - uI)r 
. . 
k#l 
In order to find an equivalent expression for D, which would suit our purpose, 
we shall use the following equalities, valid for 2 d k < e: 
fi yj-’ uk(qJ --’ - 1) 
i=l 
= (_p . $kl . Ji) . 
k , <,Qj<, w - 1). n (1 -qrfC(“)), 
. , .x E Cl/$ 
n uk(q 








r(r -- I)@ - .2)/6 . , 4ivj<r (q”k,I-Rk,!+j--i- 1) 
. 
and similar ones corresponding to k = 1. We shall also make use of the follow- 
ing identity, valid for any partition cr and any integers r,s 2 I(U) (see [lo, 1.11) 
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II 





)-I (1 - q’fCW) = JJ (1 - qS’CW) 
x E a XECv 
In this way we obtain a simpler expression: 
Finally, we use the following identity, valid for any indeterminates u, V, any 
partition ty and any integer r 2 I(o) (see’{7,2.3b] and [lo, Ill), 
XIa (uq 
r (PW+r-i(4) r+44 _ v) = j-J 
i=l Pr-44) ’ 
where (pk(q) = (uq - v)(uq2 - v) 1. + (gqk - v), and we obtain, for 2 G k < I G e 
and a similar equality holds for k = I, I E (2,. . . , e}. Combining (3) and all the 
above computations for D,, we obtain: 
and the proof of (3.1) is now complete. q 
3.5. Proof of (3.2) We let A be the K-algebra of all functions from the set 
{L=I (Pli. . . , re) E N” 1 ri 2 n) to K (with pointwise defined operations}. Then 
to say that the set in (3.2) is Zariski dense is the same as to say that the functions 
<,771t**.r Q=_ 1 E d are algebraically independent. In order to prove that these 
functions indeed are algebraically independent, we proceed as follows. We be- 
gin with the functions x1, . . . , x, E A where 
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Xi(Y) = Uiq-*’ for 1 6 i < e. 
These functions are certainly algebraically independent, since r runs over all 
e-tuples of positive integers > n. Then, by [lo, 1.2.41, the elementary symmetric 
functions ai( . . ,x,) E A(1 d i < e) are also algebraically independent. 
Now note the following general facts. Assume that al,. . . , a, E A are alge- 
braically independent. Then the following hold. 
(i) If ~1 is invertible in A, then oi-‘, (~2,. . , a, are algebraically in- 
dependent, and so are ~1, (~1~2,. . . , alam; 
(ii) If (bij) E GL,(K), then pi,. . . , pm E A are algebraically independent, 
where /3j = Cy! 1 bijai. 
(iii) If cl, . . . , cm E K, then cui + cl,. . . , a, + c, are algebraically in- 
dependent. 
We will now show that <, 71,. . . , Q_ 1 are obtained from the elementary sym- 
metric functions 0i(Xl, . . . ,xe) by applying the above three rules. First define 
functionsyi,...,y:_, l dby 
y; = i$0 (-l)‘+‘hk_i(Ui,. . . r&)gi(Xl,... ,xe) for 1 <kde-1. . , 
EK 
Note that J$ = (-l)k-l~k(~i,. . . , xe)+ K-linear combination of ci(xi, . . . , x,) 
with 0 < i < k (where 00 = 1). Hence, using (ii) and (iii), the functions 
~e(Xl,.‘.,Xe),Y;,... , y:_ 1 are also algebraically independent. Now observe 
that 
Oe(Xl,..* ,x&(r) =x1(y). . .X&j = Ul . ..u,q-‘. 
Thus q-‘,y;, . . . , J(, _ , are algebraically independent. Then so are the functions 
4 --I-l,&. . , y:_ , , using (iii). Since q’ # 1 for all r considered, the function 
4 p-r - 1 is invertible in A; we have 
(‘(I-) := (q-r - 1)-l = 6. 
Hence, using (i), we see that <‘, <‘y{, . . . , (‘y:_ , are algebraically independent. 
Hence, C, 71, . . , Q_ I are algebraically independent, as required. This com- 
pletes the proof of (3.2). q 
4. THE CANONICAL SYMMETRIZING TRACE 
We now specialize the result of Theorem 1.3 to obtain the weights of a partic- 
ular very important Markov trace on I?, (‘I. The existence of this trace function 
was proved by Bremke and Malle [2] who constructed it by giving its values on 
a suitable basis of fif). The values of the corresponding weights had been pre- 
viously conjectured by the third author in [ll]. 
We start with an easy lemma: 
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Lemma 4.1. Assume that we have a Markov trace r : ia?:) + K with parameters 
c,v,..., ~+1~Kwhere~=O.Then,foranyO<m<nandh~Z?,!$,wehave 
T(hT@)) = qmvk7(h) m for all 1 Q k < e - 1, 
where we set Tik) = S,,, . . , Si TkSl . . . S,. 
Proof. Let 0 < m < n - 1, h E I?$ and 1 < k 6 e - 1. Furthermore, we set 
~i:=S,..‘S,TkS,‘.“Si-‘Si+l...Sm forO<i<m. 
Thus, we have To = Tik) and f,,, = (TA)k. Now we show that 
r(hFi) = q”-’ vk7(h) for i=O,...,m. 
We do this by downward induction on i. If i = m, then p,,, = (Tk)k and the re- 
quired relation holds by the definition in (1.1). Now assume that i < m. Using 
the quadratic relation S,?+, =ql+(q-l)Si+*, we can write fi=q$+i+ 
(q - 1)x where 
x := S,,, . . . S1 TkSl-’ . . . Si-l&+z . . . & 
= (Sm... Si+2Si+lSi+2...Sm)Si...S,TkSl’ ...Si-‘. 
Now the term in brackets equals Si+ 1. . . S,,, _ 1 S,,,S,,, _ 1. . . Si+ 1. Thus, we can 
write hx in the form hx1Smx2 where xl, x2 E fi,($. Using the fact that < = 0, we 
obtain that 
T(hx) = T(hx1Smx2) = T(x2hx1Sm) = <T(x2hx1) = 0. 
It follows that r(Ij;.) = q T(Fi+ I), and we are done by induction. Thus, the as- 
sertion follows if we take i = 0. Cl 
We now proceed to show that the trace introduced in [2] is a Markov trace with 
all parameters equal to 0. For this, we recall the construction in [2]. 
4.2. For 1 d k d II, a E Z, we define the following elements in Ht): 
Tk,a := { s”l .‘.SlT” fora#O, 
for a = 0. 
A short calculation [2, Lemma 2.31 shows that these elements atisfy 
(a) 
Tk,,Si if i > k or a = 0, 
SiTk,a = 
( 
Tk+ I,a if i = k, a # 0, 
Tk,aSi+l ifi<k-l,a#O. 
Note that the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of the symmetric roup G,, E IV,(‘) is 
isomorphic to Hi’) t S and is embedded naturally into H, as the subalgebra 
generated by Sr , . . . S,, _ 1. Thus it makes sense to speak of elements T, E H$) 
for w E &: take a reduced expression of w and form the corresponding product 
of standard generators of Hi’) C Ht). By Matsumoto’s lemma [6, Lemma 
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4.4.31 the resulting element does not depend on the choice of reduced expres- 
sion. 
It was proved in [2, Lemma 1.51 that the set 
(h) B := {T,.,, . . . T,,a,TW 1 0 G a; d e - 1, w E S, = IV;‘)} 
forms a basis of H?), and that the function 70 : H,? --) A defined by linearly 
extendingTo = l,r~(U) =Ofor U E B\(l), is a trace function [2, Prop. 2.71. 
Lemma 4.3. The Markov trace r : fif) -+ K with parameters ( = 7, = . . . = 
~1~ _ 1 = 0 equals the canonical trace TO defined above, i.e., we have 
r(1) = 1 and T(U) = Ofor CJ E B\(l). 
Proof. By the definition of a Markov trace ~(1) = 1, so we have to show that r 
vanishes on all elements U E B\{ 1 For U E B\(l) we write m(U) for the 
I smallest integer m such that U E Hi). In particular 1 < m(U) 6 n. The proof 
will now proceed by induction on m(U). If m( U) = 1 then I!/ = Tk for some 
1 < k d e - 1, and by the second defining equation of a Markov trace 
T(U) = T(T~) = Q~T(I) = 0. 
Now assume that m > 1 and r(U) = 0 has been shown for all U E B\(l) 
with m(U) < m. Let U E B \ { 1) with m(U) = m. Then U = T,.,, . . . T,,,+, T,, 
with w E Z,,,, and S,,_ I occurs at least once in U. If it occurs precisely once 
then U = U,S,,_ 1 U2 with U,, U2 E H,$) ,. In particular 
r(U) = 7(U,Sm_,U2) = r(&U,S,..,) = <7(&U,) = 0 
as required. Hence we may now assume that S, 1 occurs at least twice in U. In 
particular U = T,.,, . T,,,,,,,, T,,. and w E b,, \,&, 1. Clearly the set 
{1,s,_,.s,_2s,_ I.... ?S, . ..s._,} 
forms a system of left coset representatives of Z:,,_ 1 in GLm. This implies that 
any element w E Z,, \S,, _ I has reduced expression of the form 
s~.sj,.,~~~s,,_,w’ ith W’E &_,, for some 1 <j<m- 1. In particular we 
may assume that S,, _ I occurs only once in T,. and so we must have a, # 0 in U. 
First assume that j > 1. Then by (4.2)(a) we have 
U= T,,~,.~.T~,“mSj~~~S~-,T,,~~ = T,,,,...T”, .,.o,_,Sj_,...Sm_2T,~,n,T,,~. 
Hence U can be written in a form such that S, _ 1 occurs only once, and we are 
done by the previous step. 
Finally ifj = 1 then 
U = T,.,, ...T,,,o,S, . ..S.,,-,T,,l = Tl,,, . ..T.,,_ , ,a,, I Tp) T,., 
and thus 
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by Lemma 4.1. This completes the induction step and hence the proof. Cl 
4.4. For a reduced expression w (with respect to the standard generators of 
W,“‘) of an element w E W@) 
standard generators of H?). 
let Tw denote the corresponding product of 
in contrast to the situation for Iwahori-Hecke al- 
gebras, Tw may well depend on the choice of reduced expression for w. Never- 
theless it was shown in [2, Th. 2.81 that the trace form 70 satisfies the following 
property: 
TO(~) = 1 and ra( T,) = 0 for any reduced expression w of 1 # w E Wt). 
4.5. We note that the proof of conjecture [ll, 2.201 has several useful con- 
sequences. First, by [ll, 5.131 and [12, 3.91, the generic degrees for the cyclo- 
tomic algebra attached to any imprimitive complex reflection group with re- 
spect to the canonical trace form constructed in [2] are now known. 
Secondly, by [ 11,3.16 and 6.111, it implies the validity of conjecture (dHV6) in 
[3] for classical groups. That is, all @d-blocks of classical groups of Lie type 
satisfy the so-called generalized d-Howlett-Lehrer-Lusztig theories: the degrees 
of the unipotent characters in a @d-block b are obtained by a suitable speciali- 
zation from the generic degrees of the cyclotomic algebra attached to the rel- 
ative Weyl group of b. 
Thirdly, [ll, 3.14 and 6.101 shows that this generalized d-Howlett-lehrer- 
Lusztig theory is also valid for the @-blocks of unipotent degrees of the com- 
plex reflection groups WF’ = G(e, 1, n) and G(e, e, n) constructed in [ll]. 
Fourthly, the precise form of the generic degrees attached to the canonical 
trace form on H!) is used in [13, Proposition 8.11 to define the notion of spet- 
siality. It entails the fact that imprimitive complex reflection groups are spetsial 
if and only if they have unipotent degrees. 
5. A PALINDROMICITY PROPERTY 
We end by proving that the Schur elements of H?) satisfy a certain palin- 
dromicity property (see Theorem 5.2). By a result of Broue, Malle and Michel 
[4] this implies that the Markov trace 70 considered in the previous section is 
the unique trace form on H?) enjoying certain natural properties. 
First we need to compute some auxiliary invariants. The irreducible char- 
acters of tit) and of all semisimple specializations of Hf) are parametrized by 
multipartitions (Y = ((~1, . . , a,) of n (see Section 1). We will interpret 
xcr E Irr(Z?f)) also as character of any such specialization, in particular of the 
reflection group Wj”. As such, it is obtained by inducing a suitable irreducible 
character from the Young subgroup Wt’ = Cf.& to W$’ (see for example [ 11, 
(2.3)]). We write mj(a) (1 <j < e) for the multiplicity of Uj as eigenvalue of T in a 
matrix representation affording xn, and similarly ma(a) for the multiplicity of q 
as eigenvalue of Si. Note that this is the same as the dimension of the 
exp(2rrij/e)-eigenspace of t, resp. the dimension of the fixed space of $1 in a 
representation of Wie’ affording x0. 
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Lemma 5.1 Let or = (al,. . . , CQ), ai I- ni, Cni = n. Then we have 
m,_j+l(a) = wnj fixai(l) (1 GGe), 
0: i=l 
m0(a) = ixa(l) +(n-Vxa(l) ’ ni xa,(Sl) n! cc 1 i=l 2 xa,(l>’ 
For the proof, we determine the multiplicity of c-j+’ as an eigenvalue of t, 
respectively of 1 as an eigenvalue of si, in a representation of IV,? affording xa. 
But this is straightforward from the description of xa as induced character and 
hence omitted. 
Let x denote the central element A := (TS1 . . . Sn_l)en of fi:’ and for 
xa E Irr(ar’) write Zn, for the corresponding central character. Finally let 
&Y(q, Ul, . . . , ue) := ((4’- ~mz(q; w-‘3 u.2,. . , &))-I 
be the Schur element of x0! on a!’ with respect to ~0. Thus S,(q, u1, . . . , u,) is a 
rational function in the indeterminates q, ~1, . . . , u,. 
Theorem 5.2 For all a k n we have 
%(+%(q-‘, u;‘, . ..J,‘) =To(?T)Sn(q,ul,...,u,). 
Proof. It is clear by inspection of the defining formula for D, that the stated 
formula is true up to a sign and a factor which is a monomial in q, ~1, . . . , u,. By 
[4, 2.1.2(b)] we have 
Furthermore, by [4, p. 1691 
R,(7r) = qc fi zff’, 
i=l 
where 
lo = en(n - l)mo(a)/xa(l) = 
e(;)+e~(:)~ 
and 
Zi = enWZ,_ i+ 1 (CX)/x,( 1) = eni 
for1 iiIebyLemma5.1. 
Thus it remains to determine the effect of replacing the indeterminates by 
their inverses in S,. First note that when replacing Ui by u;’ in D, we obtain a 
factor Geeni. Assume that a is represented by an e-symbol S = (Si , . . . , Se) as in 
Section 1.2 with ISi] - 1 = I&l = . . . = I&l = r. Then upon replacing q by q-’ 
we obtain a factor 4” with 
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h=ern+ier(r+I)(er-e+3)-eC ‘11 ( ) + en1.xes 
Now by Lemma 5.3 this is equal to 
h = _ee ni X&l). 0 i=l 2 xc%(l) 
Collecting the above results shows that the asserted formula is true up to sign. 
The correctness of the sign is now seen by specializing all terms to the reflection 
group WP. 0 
The following statement on the values of irreducible characters of symmetric 
groups on transpositions was needed in the proof of the preceding theorem: 
Lemma 5.3 Let n > 2, s E G,, a transposition, a k n a partition with correspond- 
ing @set S of length ISI = r. Then 
(~)f$$=~(“~‘) -nr- (‘:‘). 
Proof. According to [4, p. 1761 the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of G,, has a trace 
form satisfying [4,2.1]. Thus by [4, Lemma 2.71 the assertion of Theorem 5.2 is 
true for e = 1. In particular n(n - l)mo(cu)/xa(l) equals CXES (“l’) - nr - 
(‘f ‘) up to a summand independent of (Y and r. The value of this summand can 
easily be found by evaluating both sides at LY = (n). Cl 
Note that by [4, Lemma 2.71 the above Theorem 5.2 implies that 70 satisfies 
[4, 2.1 l(c)]. In particular, together with the other results in [4, Section 21 this 
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